Introduction and Statement of Results
In this article we establish a lower bound for the number of resonances for the perturbation of the Laplacian in R n , n 4 e v en, by any non-zero real valued potential V 2 C 1 0 R n ; R: The resonances are de ned as the poles of the meromorphic continuation of the resolvent or the scattering matrix.
It was shown in 13 that there exists at least one resonance. The results proved here in particular show that there exist in nitely many. This seems to be the rst lower bound for the number of resonances in even dimensions that holds for any non-zero V 2 C 1 0 R n ; R: In the odd dimensional case lower bounds have been obtained by Christiansen 3 . In fact the proof of Theorem 1.1 below is inspired by 3 . Here we combine the methods of 13 and the fundamental ideas of 22 to prove the main result of this article. Theorem 1.1. Let V 2 C 1 0 R n ; R, n 4 even, and P = , + V . If V 6 = 0; then the poles f j g, j = j j je i arg j ; j j j 0; with multiplicity M j ; of the meromorphic continuation of P , 2 ,1 : L 2 comp R n ,! H 2 loc R n ; = 0; 2 6 2 P ; to the logarithmic plane satisfy Nr log rlog log r ,p = 1; 8 p 1:
As in 3 , 14 , 15 and 13 , the method we use is not constructive and is still far from the optimal upper bound obtained by V odev 20 , 21 , which states that the counting function Nr; a = f j ; is a pole counted with multiplicity, 0 j j j r ; j arg j j a g; satis es Nr; a C ar n + log a n ; n 2: Intissar 7 had previously established that Nr C r n+1 ; for n 4: It is clear that Nr; log r Nr: We remark that the bound 1.2 does not distinguish between poles occurring on di erent sheets of : In particular it does not guarantee the existence of in nitely many poles on every sheet.
The sharp upper bound for the odd dimensional scattering by a potential was obtained by Z w orski 23 . For a survey on pole counting we refer the reader to 24 , see also 11 , 22 , 14 , 15 and 13 . m is the greatest integer strictly less than m; and gz is an entire function satisfying jgzj C expCjzj; C 0:
We postpone the proof of Proposition 2.1 until the next section. We will use it to prove the following Proposition, which easily gives Theorem 1.1. We remark that the error O ,1 in 2.6 is due to the fact that, in even dimensions, the trace of regularized the wave group has an expansion near t = 0; in even powers of t; with only nitely many singular terms, see for example Theorem 17.5.5 of 6 . If On the other hand, since for =z = 0 ; z = e z ; it follows from 2.6 that 0 z = e z 0 e z = Hence 2.4, 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 give that Fz i s a n e n tire function which satis es jFzj C e Cjzj ; z 2 C ; jFzj C e ,kjzj ; 8 k 2 N; =z = 0 ; z ! +1:
2.11
For the constant C in 2.11, let F 1 z = Fz exp C + 1 z : Then jF 1 zj C e 2C+1jzj ; z 2 C ; jFzj C e ,jzj ; =z = 0 ; z ! 1 :
It is an application of the Phragm en-Lindel of principle, which is due to Carlson, see section 3 of 13 , see also Theorem 5.8 of 19 , that an entire function which satis es these two properties must be identically zero. Thus In particular this gives that 0 z i s e n tire and, since gz i s e n tire and =z j 6 = 0 ; 2.7 implies that there can be no poles of S V i n : It follows from 2.12 and 2.8 that 0 = n 2 ,1 X j=1 j V n,1,2j ; 0:
2.13
Since 0 6 2 it has to be analyzed separately. So far we h a ve proved that if 2.5 does not hold, S V has no poles in and 0 is given by 2.13. We claim that these two facts imply that = 0 is neither an eigenvalue nor a resonance.
Indeed, since there are no poles in , in particular there are no negative eigenvalues, and since V 2 C 1 0 R n ; it follows that 0 can not be an eigenvalue. Otherwise , + V would have a ground state with zero energy see Theorem XIII.44 of 16 , which does not exist for smooth compactly supported potentials, see for example 17 , 2 . While the results in 17 and 2 are stated for n = 3 ; it is easy to see that the proof in 2 works in any dimension, at least for compactly supported potentials. Thus, since 0 is not a resonance in dimensions n 5; the claim holds in even dimensions n 6:
The case n = 4 has to be analyzed more carefully. From the discussion above w e know that 0 is not an eigenvalue. We will show that if 0 is a resonance the expansion 2.13 can not be satis ed. We recall from To prove Theorem 1.1 just observe that if j is a pole of det S V with multiplicity M j and j = e zj ; then z j = log j j j + i arg j is a pole of Sz with the same multiplicity. Thus 1.1 follows from 2.5.
To prove Corollary 1.1, observe that if 1.2 does not hold, then there exist C 0 and p 1 such that C log rlog log r ,p Nr fz j = log j j j + i arg j ; jz j j log rg:
Therefore fz j = log j j j + i arg j ; jz j j r g C r log r ,p :
But this implies that P Mj j log jjj+i argjj 1; which contradicts 1.1.
3. Upper Bounds on the Determinant of the Scattering Matrix Now w e prove Proposition 2.1.
Proof. Since fz j g and fz j g are respectively the zeros and poles of Sz; then Sz can be expressed as in 2.3. All we need to prove is the bound 2.4.
We follow the proof of Proposition 2.1 of 13 , which in turn follows that of Thus jQz;mSzj C expexp Cjzj; jzj = : But since Qz;mSz i s a n e n tire function, it follows from the maximum principle that jQz;mSzj = j expgzP z;mj C expexp Cjzj; for z 2 C : Applying 3.7 to fz = Pz;m w e nd that for every R 0; there exists 0 2 R 2 ; R for which jexpgzj C expexp Cjzj; jzj = 0
3.12
Since g is entire, the maximum principle guarantees that there exists C 0 such that 3.12 holds for all z 2 C : Then 2.4 follows from Borel-Carath eodory theorem see Theorem 5.5 of 19 .
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